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Abstract: This paper proposes a hierarchical trust system, which separates the different trust demands of the 

subjects in the heterogeneous environment. According to the weakness of the evidence theory, a verifiable 

caching interaction digest schema (VCID) is proposed, which constructs the circulation of “credible pheno-

menon –credible behavior–credible node –credible institution–credible authorization” in the architecture of 

trust to well integrate the reader trust and the reputation of the institution. The experiment shows that relative 

to the evidence theory, the proposed VCID algorithm can more effectively detect the malicious terminal 

nodes. In addition, the hierarchical architecture of trust has a very good trust convergence. The trust mechan-

ism in this paper can meet the trust demands of different subjects, and has a relatively faster trust convergence 

and extensibility at the same time. 
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1. Introduction 

In the network system, in addition to the benign nodes, 

there may also exists some malicious nodes and selfish 

nodes, who try to interfere with the normal operation of 

the network. In order to obtain the reliable communica-

tion services and enhance the security of the system, re-

searches of the subjective trust have been conducted in 

many areas, such as e-commerce, P2P network, etc. In 

recent years, the research of the trust model of the Inter-

net of Things has also drawn more and more attentions. 

However, the traditional security algorithm is difficult to 

be applied to the dynamic network environment, and the 

main reason is that these algorithms are too complex. 

Therefore, the trust model becomes a powerful supple-

ment to improve the security of the system[1-3]. 

Trust is the phenomenon of human society, and Marsh 

uses the sociology and other disciplines of knowledge, 

and early changes the trust form into the concept of com-

puting. Trust is the belief of a node that another node can 

perform the actions related to its own interests according 

to the agreed content in a certain period of time. And the 

trust degree is the quantitative of this belief. The trust 

relationship in this paper is divided into three categories: 

the local trust degree, the recommended trust degree and 

the global reputation[4-5]. The trust model of the e-

commerce usually has two types: one is the identity- 

based full control, namely to confirm the identity through 

the certificates, and carry out the authorization according 

to the strategies in the unified administrative domain of 

trust, which can directly manage the nodes in the network 

and is more convenient for the calculation, but due to its 

fixed identity and trust policy, it is not suitable for the 

distributed environment. The other is the credibility- 

based trust management, namely when the subject is cal-

culating the trust degree of the object, it also refers to the 

evaluation to the object of a third party except for using 

its own experience. In the calculation, a variety of models 

can be used, such as the average value, the Bayesian sys-

tem, the vector mechanism and so on. It needs a much 

longer time to build and maintain the credibility, which 

conforms to the stable characteristic of the institution. At 

the same time, through collaboration, the mechanism can 

rapidly detect the malicious nodes in the distributed net-

work, thus, the credit system can be applied to the institu-

tions of the Internet. In the above calculation model, the 

updating of the object’s credibility is mainly derived 

from the interactive feedback of the subject to the object, 

but in the actual application of the Internet of things, 

there are not too many interactions between the institu-

tions, and the interactions mainly occur in the institution- 

reader and the reader – label. While the credibility of the 

institution is mainly the feedback of the behavior of the 

reader, therefore, when using the reputation system to 

evaluate the trust of the institution, the factors of the sub-

ordinate reader of the corresponding institution need to 

be taken into consideration. 

2. Trust Architecture in the Internet of 

Things 

In the trust system that studies the environment of the 

Internet of things, because the scale, the ability and sta-

bility of each subject are not the same, if discuss all the 

trust relationships together, the complexity of the system 

will be increased. Thus, the trust system is divided into 

three layers: the institutional layer, the reader layer and 

the object layer, which is shown in Figure 1. Use the 
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long-term credibility to deal with the trust degree of the 

institution in the institutional layer of the Internet, make 

use of the neighbors to monitor the behavior of the node 

in the reader layer, and adopts the interactive information 

of the cache to detect the interaction between the node 

and the tag in the object layer. At the same time, there 

exists the transmission of the trust flow between the lay-

ers, the calculation of the trust degree of the reader can 

refer to the credibility of the institution that the node be-

longs to, and the behavior of the reader is fed back as the 

reputation value of its affiliated institution. The hierar-

chical trust mechanism can simplify the complexity of 

the trust interaction in the Internet of things, and meet the 

trust demands of different subjects. 
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Figure.1. The Schematic Diagram Of The Trust 

Architecture. 

Specifically, the reputation of the institution is affected 

by the behavior of its reader, and the behavior of the 

reader is mainly embodied in the interaction with the tag, 

namely for the authorized terminal reader, whether to 

faithfully forward the data and execute the demand or not. 

It is shown in Table 1, and the detailed description is 

presented in the following two sections. 

3. Trust Derivation Based on Evidence 

Theory 

1)The Evidence Theory 

The evidence theory (D-S theory) is a kind of uncertain 

reasoning, which uses the existing knowledge and evi-

dence to deduce the uncertainty of the hypothesis. Ac-

cording to the evidence theory to judge the trust degree 

of the reader needs to be analyzed in accordance with its 

behavior. With the formal expression, namely to assume 

that H represents the unlikelihood of node r, and the evi-

dence in support of this hypothesis is that node r has ma-

licious behavior, such as B1, B2,... Bn. And to judge 

whether these malicious behavior exist or not also needs 

to use the phenomenon A1，A2，…Am observed by the 

neighbor nodes of node r to deduce, thus, there forms a 

derived chain of “phenomenon - behavior – state”.  

2) The Reasoning of the Malicious Behavior 

Each type of the routing trust in table 2 can be divided 

into a number of assumptions, and then define the phe-

nomenon and knowledge that deduce the hypothesis. 

Take “the intermediate node abandons the data packet” 

as an example, and respectively define the assumptions 

of the four events.  

the{Ai} in the knowledge is the observed phenomenon 

by the node. In A1: Tn moment, node N receives the data 

packet P. and the destination of P is N. In A2: moment, 

the type of P is data, and the next hop is label Q. In A3: 

moment, during the interval of [Tn, Tn + 1], the monitor-

ing node X receives the data packet C sent from node N, 

and its target is Q. In A4: moment, during the interval of 

[Tn, Tn + 1], the monitoring node X does not receive the 

data packet C sent from node N, and its target is Q. In A5: 

moment, the contents of C and P are the same. In A6: 

moment, during the interval of [Tn, Tn + 1], the move-

ment of node N is relatively fast. In A7: moment, during 

the interval of [Tn, Tn + 1], the movement of node N is 

relatively slow. In A8: moment, the distance between 

node N and node X is relatively distant. In A9: moment, 

during the interval of [Tn, Tn + 1], the movement of 

node Q is relatively fast.  

Set the corresponding derivation rules according to the 

assumptions in table 2, and deduce the probability of the 

assumptions through the phenomena observed by the 

node. For example, when node x receives the data packet 

whose destination is node X, type is command and object 

is tag Tin T time, while node N does not be observed to 

send the corresponding order in the next moment, and it 

is found that the recent movement speed of tag T is rela-

tively fast, then it can be concluded that the label moves 

too fast, which leads to the node fails to send the demand. 

The probability distribution function of B2 is as follows:  

 2 1 2 4 9 2( ) min ( ), ( ), ( ), ( )m B CER A CER A CER A CER A CF  (1) 

Among which, CER (Ai) is the uncertainty degree of 

each phenomenon, the trust function and the likelihood 

function of the event is respectively as follows:  

                               2 2( ) ( )Bel B m B                             (2) 

              2 2 2( ) 1 ( ) ( ) ( )Pl B Bel B m B m D               (3) 

Among which, there is D = {Bi}.  

The derivations of other events is similar to that of this 

event, due to the limited space they are not presented. 

And table 3 is the list for other events. 

4. Results Analysis 

4.1. Influence of the unstable reader 

The reader network is dynamic, and the unstable nodes 

will change the network topology and the interaction 

time, these unstable factors will affect the recognition of 
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malicious events. Design to use the movements of the 

two experimental nodes of the method that based on the 

evidence theory to study the performance of the trust 

institution. In the first experiment (figure 7), the nodes 

are stationary, while in the second experiment(figure 8), 

30% nodes move at the speed of 10 m/s. In the figure, the 

square points represent the occurred malicious incidents, 

and the diamond points the detected malicious events. If 

no malicious events happen or are detected at some mo-

ment, then there is no mark, the reputation value of the 

institution at some moment is multiplied by 10 and 

marked in the figure for comparison. 
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Figure.2. The Comparison between Malicious Events and 

Detected Events in the Environment with 0% Moved 

Nodes. 
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Figure.3. The Comparison between Malicious Events and 

Detected Events in the Environment with 30% Moved 

Nodes. 

It can be seen that when the malicious nodes move fast, 

they have less contact with the tag, thus the malicious 

events are less. When all the nodes are stationary, there 

are 242 malicious events in total, and when 30% nodes 

are moving, there are only three malicious events. It can 

be seen that the movement of the nodes has a great influ-

ence on the happening of the malicious events. In the 

experiment, the distance between the tags is relatively 

longer, therefore, the three malicious events are all de-

tected. The next experiment will analyze the influence of 

the communication distance between the tags on the de-

tection of the malicious events. 

5. Conclusion 

In order to solve the conditions for the dynamic authori-

zation problem to be applied to the Internet of things, a 

reliable trust mechanism must be established among the 

institution, the reader and the tag. Therefore, this paper 

proposes a hierarchical trust mechanism, and puts for-

ward a verifiable caching interaction digest algorithm. 

The trust model has a relatively fast convergence and 

extensibility, and is suitable for the applications in the 

distributed and large-scale Internet of things. The expe-

riments show that the hierarchical architecture in this 

paper makes the reader has a relatively rapid conver-

gence, and it has a good performance. 
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